Abstract-Question Answering system (QA), is a kind of new information retrieval system which can be queried with natural language and return knowledge directly.By improving the traditional Chinese sentence similarity model, this paper proposes a Chinese sentence similarity calculation method based on keywords weight.Its key question is that questions asked by user and questions in the Frequently Asked Question (FAQ) carry on similarity calculation, discover the closest question in the FAQ and return the question answer stored in advance. It can also automatically update and maintain FAQ.The experiment indicates that precision of question match can be improved compared with traditional sentence similarity model.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the rapid development of Internet, there is more and more information in Web, and the search engine development has been largely convenient for users to query information. The growing network information makes users difficult to quickly find their required information from large amounts of returned information of the search engine [1] .The users may have diverse backgrounds and different expectations for a given query, some search engines try to personalize their results in order to better match the overall interests of an individual user [2] .Therefore, People put forward higher requirements for network information retrieval, and want to get the information they need more rapid, accurate and detailed by searching. QA system is developed in order to meet these desires of people. It has provided people with the means of communication to ask questions in natural language, and directly return the answers users need rather than the relevant pages with a convenient, fast and efficient [3] .
Currently the QA system has become very popular research domain, including the English QA system, Chinese QA system in recent years [4] .There are many studies on English QA systems. Due to the Chinese characteristics, QA system in Chinese has some characters, sometimes it is completely different from English and other languages of QA system.Natural Language Processing (NLP) is the key technology in QA system.To improve the QA system, NLP technology, especially the semantics analysis of questions and answers, need to be improved [5] . But at present, the natural language semantics analysis technique is still in the primary stage. So, most of QA systems were not involved the semantic analysis or were only based on shallow studies of the semantic analysis.How to improve the semantic level of understanding in the QA systems should be the key to improve the level of QA system.
As natural language processing application, natural language QA system is still in its infancy. Although many foreign research institutions and companies have achieved some results on natural language QA system due to combining natural language processing, knowledge representation and information retrieval on the integration, QA system development is highly dependent on advances in these areas. Currently its research is still very limited.
The domestic research on the Chinese QA system is less, because the requirements of some areas for the Chinese QA research are higher than the natural language QA [6] . Compared with natural language, Chinese syntactic analysis and semantic understanding are more difficult, and cause the slow development of the Chinese QA system.
The QA system of FAQ is a good model of QA realization. It combines FAQ and related answers on the integration. When users propose questions, the system can quickly give the answer according to the corresponding relations of the FAQ, and provides a more convenient quick way of eliminating doubt with a strong practical value without the complex process of information retrieval and answer extraction.
Sentence similarity calculation is an important theoretical basis of the automatic QA system and key implementation technology. Applied it to the FAQ, the research accuracy will be greatly improved [7] . This paper presents a novel similarity calculation method based on keyword weight, and the application of the method is given in the QA system.
II. COMMON SENTENCE SIMILARITY CALCULATION
The semantic meaning of a phrase or a sentence mainly consists of two parts: the meaning of components of the phrase or the sentence, and that of the structure. Research on sentence types is very important for the linguistics in the syntax structure level [8] . Sentences of a language are infinite, but the sentence types are finite. Through the study of the finite sentence types to grasp the infinite sentences is the main goal of sentence types research. For QA system, the sentcence types of interrogative sentences are more closely relationless with the interrogative semantic meanings. By analyzing the sentence types of interrogative sentences, the questions can be accurately understanded. Generally, the sentence similarity calculation is divided into three levels: syntax similarity, semantic similarity and pragmatic similarity. Pragmatic similarity is rather difficult, and the result is not ideal. This paper only uses the syntax similarity and semantic similarity.
A. Syntax Similarity
Syntax similarity is based on an integrated approach of word formation, sentence length and word sequence of words. It thinks sentence similarity is determined by the similarity of the word formation, and sentence length similarity and word sequence of the three factors. The word formation similarity plays a major role, sentence length similarity and word sequence similarity playe a secondary role [9] . The calculation process is as follows:
Supposed, the length of the sentence X is the number of words in the sentence , denoted by Len(X). SameWC(A,B) expresses the number of the same word occurrencing in sentences A and B. If the number of occurrences for word is not the same, we will count the less number of occurrences.The word formation similarity of sentence A and B is calculated as follows:
The sentence similarity marked with sentence length also reflects the similarities of sentence formation in a certain extent, the length of the sentence X is the number of words in the sentence X, denoted by Len(X).The similarity of sentence A and B is calculated as follows: 
The similarity of sentence A and B is the similarity weight sum of word form, sentence length and word sequence. The advantage of this method is a comprehensive consideration of the sentence structure and the number of same words impacting on the similarity. Algorithm is simple and low complexity. However, this method only considers the shape matching based on the words between words without considering the semantic information and distinguishing the different effects for sentence between the different part speech words.Therefore,it often appears the irrational phenomenon that the similarity of the semantic similar sentence is lower.
B. Semantic Similarity
There are many calculation methods of semantic similarity model.This paper uses the sentence similarity calculation method based on the semantic dictionary [10] . Semantic dictionary method mainly uses knowledge net, synonymous with the word forest and other existing more mature semantic resources to calculate the questions similarity by the word similarity between the questions. Synonymous with the word forest is seen as the system knowledge resources in this paper.
Supposed, word similarity of any two sentences A and B can be calculated in some way. A contains the words A 1 
.This method takes full account of the depth information of each word in the sentence while calculating the sentence similarity,so that the same deep meaning words with different surface are exhumed. However, the theoretical immaturity of semantic annotation and semantic dictionary are not comprehensive so as to calculate some errors [11] . This method selects the biggest similarity matching words to calculate the sentence similarity, and does not consider the structure of the sentence.Therefore, the accuracy is also difficult to achieve a satisfactory level.
III. IMPROVED SENTENCE SIMILARITY CALCULATION METHOD

A. Keyword Extraction
In the FAQ database of QA system, not all the words of each question play a role on the matching function after the statistics of large amounts data. Known by the linguistic knowledge, any sentences are constituted by key ingredient (Subject, Predicate and Object, etc.) and modifiers (Attributive, Adverbial and Complement,etc.). The key component of the sentence plays a major role,and the modification of the sentence components playes a secondary role [12] . It only considers the sentence key components in calculating the sentence similarity while calculating sentence similarity.
Under normal circumstances, subject and object of a sentence are a noun or pronoun while predicate is verb or adjective. Therefore, all nouns, pronouns, verbs,adjectives or adverbs in a sentence may take as keywords, and these keywords are only considered in the calculation of the sentence similarity.
A noun, pronoun,verb,adjective or adverb is not necessarily the subject, object or predicate composition of the sentence for particular sentence. Keyword sequence with a certain syntactic structure infomation is more important in the sentence structure composed of all words, the similarity calculation based on this basis is more accurate than generally based on the word.
B. Semantic Similarity Keyword Weight
The question is usually composed by a number of words, but the importance of each word is not the same.
In the course of practice, nouns and verbs in the sentence play a very important role. A sentence is basically around the center of verbs and nouns to expand. We have purposely increased the weight degree of the verbs and nouns during sentence similarity calculation, and the center of gravity of the sentence falls on the nouns and verbs. Weight W expresses this characteristic,and W 1 , W 2 ,..., W n respectively expresses the weight of the words x 1 , x 2 , ..., x n . Therefore, Equation (1) 
Where, k expresses the same number of words in the sentene A and B, m and n respectively expresses the length of sentences A and B. Equation (4) is improved as follows [13] : (6) In this paper, the weight value of sentence similarity calculation is as follows: the W of noun class and verb class is 0.3, the W of adjectives class and adverbs class is 0.2.
C. Sentence Similarity Calculation of Keyword Weight
Sentence keyword extraction and different parts of speech (POS) word are given different weights by the above method, you can calculate the sentence similarity from the two aspects of word formation and word meaning.
Supposed, the compared two sentences is S1 and S2, their similarity is denoted by SentenceSim(S1, S2):
Where, Sim1(S1,S2) is the improved word meaning similarity of S1 and S2,WordSim1(S1,S2) is the improved word form similarity of S1 and S2, LenSim(S1,S2) is the sentence length similarity of S1 and S2, Oncews (S1,S2) is the word sequence similarity of S1 and S2. In this paper, λ1 + λ2 + λ3 + λ4 =1, λ1>λ2> λ3>λ4>0, λ1=0.5, λ2 =0.3, λ3 = 0.15 and λ4 = 0.05.
Compared with the original algorithm, the keyword extraction part of the algorithm involves word segmentation and POS tagging as well as the weight problem of the different POS (The original algorithm only involves word segmentation). The algorithm has three characteristics:Taking into account the different effects of different POS sentence.
The extracted keywords and the given weight can be approximated by some syntactic structure information. As computing the sentence similarity, considering the two levels similarity of the syntax and semantics, merging their strengths and overcoming their shortcomings, computing the similarity with high accuracy.
IV. SENTENCE SIMILARITY IN THE FAQ
A. Automated QA System Processes Based on the FAQ
As Fig.1 shows that the general work processes of Chinese automatic QA is: Firstly,the QA gets the porposed questions by the users, and forms a combination of keywords after the segmentation module is processed. Secondly, analyzing the formed keywords to determine the type and focus of the problem.Thirdly, finding normally question base, and comparing the proposed questions by the users with the same sort of problems in normally question base.The system directly returns the answer to user when the similarity is greater than a threshold [14] . The problem matching can be seen as an application of the two sentence similarity calculation. 
B. Establishment of Candidate Question Set
The purpose of building candidate question set is to narrow the search range, more complex process of subsequent similarity calculations is executed within the relatively small range of candidate question set. In this paper, the words of the question sentence are taken as the basic unit so as to establish the candidate question set of the inverted index.
Supposed, there are n words in the entered question sentences by the user (Referred to as the target question 
C. Updating FAQ Database
There are new problems to be added, so new problems often are extended to FAQ database. It must judge whether the new entered question is the same and similar problems of the FAQ or not while new problems are extended [15] .
Calculating the similarity between the entered target question sentence and each question sentence in the FAQ database by using the method of No.3 section.If the maximum similarity is greater than a certain threshold value m, so that the maximum similarity corresponding the question sentence and the user's goal question sentence are taked as the same question, and directly output the corresponding answer of this question sentence to the user, otherwise this problem will be entered the FAQ database to be updated.
V. EXPERIMENT AND ANALYSIS
A. System evaluation criteria
Using the above method to calculate the similarity of each sentence and the sentence form similarity between the sentence, if the maximum similarity is larger than a predetermined threshold value σ, then the sentence with the most similarity is taken as the needed sentence. If maximum likelihood is smaller than σ, then the sentence is not the composition of sentence hierarchy.
Comprehensive test of the automatic QA system uses artificial question, determines the degree of accuracy at the system matching and estimates the reliability of the answers. In this paper, the threshold value is 0.7. For the question matching of the similarity more than 0.7, the retrieved answers may meet with the raised issues the correctrate is very strong.On the contrary, the correctrate of the raised issues is poor. The test result is calculated as:
The e Correctrat = nuber of tested correct sentences/ The total of tested sentences (8)
B. Similarity Calculation
As mentioned above, the composition of a sentence is composed by sentence phrases and characteristic word, and grammar of these ingredients is in different levels. Making sentences identified, we must separate the composition of the sentence to sentence as a template conduct statute, after the sentence corresponding vectors before you can be matched with the sentence vectors to determine whether the sentence is the sentence model. The method calculating the similarity between sentences and sentence type models to identify the sentence's type. Namely, through the calculation of the relationship of the characteristic words, part of speech, and the sentence sequence of sentences, the sentence type of a sentence was identified.
According of idea about syntax isomorphic and sentence systems, sentence elements include syntactic, word sequence, grammatical form length, characteristic word. Correspondingly, the similarity between sentences and phrases related with these elements, mainly includes three types: sentence characteristic word similarity, sentence length similarity, sentence sequence similarity.
Sentence characteristic word similarity is calculated by the Weight W, shown as Equation (3) . Sentence length similarity is calculated by Equation (6) .Sentence sequence similarity is is calculated by Equation (7).
The authors use BaiDu search engine to get a total of 6000 search results with a variety of phrases. Manual processing carry out these results, weed out some of the repetitive or advertising sentence, then select 1000 sentences as the testing set, and. manual processing mark out sentence characteristic word, sentence length and sentence sequence.Further, the testing sentences are divided into two parts: the correct syntax sentence testing set and the erroneous syntax sentence testing set. By the forementioned analysis, the testing results are shown as in Table 1 ,and the overall sentence recognition accuracy was 62.2%.
The authors used BaiDu search engine to get a total of 6000 search results with a variety of phrases. Manual processing carry out these results, weed out some of the repetitive or advertising sentence, then select 1000 sentences as the testing set, and. manual processing mark out sentence characteristic word, sentence length and sentence sequence. Further, the testing sentences are divided into two parts: the semantic sentence testing set and the syntax sentence testing set. By the forementioned analysis, the testing results are shown as in TABLE I, and the overall sentence recognition accuracy was 64.4%. The similarity based on the word meaning 500 400 80
The similarity based on keyword weight 500 430 86
Experimental results show that the accuracy of search result based on keyword weight is the highest by comparing the similarity of keyword weight with the similarity of the word form, sentence length, word sequence and the similarity of the word meaning, and shows that the keyword weight similarity model has played an important role in the matching problem between users' questions and answers library so that the system accuracy has been greatly improved.
CONCLUSIONS
Similarity model is a core part of the automatic QA system.You can design a query system to meet user requirements as taking full advantage of the characteristics of the Chinese language itself, sentence composed of words and semantic information.
In this paper, the proposed sentence similarity method of key words weight can significantly improve the accuracy of the calculation by keyword extraction and POS assignment, increasing the importance of nouns and verbs in the sentence and taking into account two aspects of the syntax and semantics in sentence similarity. Although the experiment obtains a better accuracy rate, there are a lot of inadequacies. In order to achieve better results, we need to further improve the accuracy of synonyms and synonyms expansion. outstanding young teachers. His research covers a broad range of topics within AI including information management and information systems, information security and software Testing.
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